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 The title of this thesis, “Spit on my Grave”, is a reference to what one of the students who 
witnessed Silent Sam being pulled down said to me. After being asked “what does Silent Sam 
mean to you?” there was a brief moment of silence, and then they used the titular phrase. This is a 
phrase that while being deeply violent, also represents the veiled and subliminal attacks Silent Sam 
represented. To spit on a grave, to violate a naturally sacred spot, showcases a lack of concern for 
the individual in said grave, but what they stood for.  When discussing what this mean, the 
informant made clear that seeing Silent Sam and experiencing life under the monuments gaze was 
a sign of disvaluing the life and work of minority students on campus.  It is a sign of hatred and 
disrespect  
The memory of Silent Sam, the conflicts, rallies, counter-protests, fear, and triumphs still 
ring through the campus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, though the statue no 
longer rests on campus. Gone are the little Confederate Flags that occasionally dotted the plot of 
grass formerly occupied by the statue after its forced removal, and gone too is the sense of unease 
and fear felt by black students and staff on campus who were forced to walk beneath the 
monument’s shadow. In this thesis, I hope to establish just what this monument felt like to those 
it actively oppressed: that the university, despite more than century separated the present from the 
unveiling of Silent Sam in 1913, still upheld the values represented by the Confederacy. I hope 
that by naming it the way I have I can offer a better understanding of the plight of those on campus, 
and that we all might start to recognize a bit of their pain, and begin to heal.  
First and foremost, I wish to establish the fact that I am a student on this campus. I have 
been affected by the events involving Silent Sam and I too have felt their effects. It was difficult 
not to. As an Anthropology undergraduate student, I could look at Silent Sam from the steps of 
Alumni Hall where my classes were. During class I could look out of the window and spot 
individuals protesting the statue, or some days, individual waving a Confederate Flag. This is why 
I chose to write about this subject, to help explore the personalized way that the statue’s history 
and the actions taken impacts those on campus. I do not pretend to be one of the main victims of 
Silent Sam’s gaze. As a white male, I found myself unaware of the statue’s most devastating effects 
until discussing it with my peers. I am not a conscious insider to Silent Sam, but I am not 
invulnerable to such effects. I was born in California and do not have connections to Southern 
heritage in any form. I was also not a participant of the conflicts themselves, being a student-athlete 
I had practice during the times of the Silent Sam rallies and only heard about them from friends 
who attended or from local newspapers. I was unable to participate in the social drama that was 
occurring, only able to watch from afar. However, it became clear to me after hearing about these 
conflicts and Silent Sam, that this was history in the making. I hope to make a difference for those 
affected to their core by this, so the University can grow and understand how to protect its students 
better and provide a place not only for learning but also for interpersonal growth. What follows is 
for those who were not represented or heard, so that their experiences, perspectives, and feelings 
can be presented and learned from.  
Silent Sam is no longer on campus. It has been removed and there currently exists an 
agreement to prevent its return to campus. Walking past its former site, one will only see plain 
patches of grass. If someone were not aware, they could be forgiven for never knowing that 
anything was ever there. This is not to say that those who have experienced this campus, or have 
any knowledge of the events that transpired on that ground, could ever walk past McCorkle's place 
without looking in that direction. This is partly due to how the campus is laid out, Silent Sam 
previously standing in a central place on the northern campus quad. The location of the statue can 
	
serve as a case study for spatial analysis, in a similar vein as Setha Low’s (2018). Based on 
traditional planning practices most often associated with Medieval cities and Roman colonies, the 
walking paths of McCorkle Place naturally lend themselves to suggesting an area of import where 
Silent Sam stood (Braunfels 1988). The multitude of diagonally crossing lines, coupled with the 
central location, in line with other major campus landmarks such as the Old Well or the Davie 
Poplar, would suggest Silent Sam’s significance. Perhaps that is one of the main reasons the 
Daughters of the Confederacy chose this place when erecting that statue, so people would be more 
inclined to see the Confederate monument and recognize its importance, thus imposing that 
organization’s values on the University of North Carolina. In the ceremony erecting the monument, 
it was said that “that our struggle, keeping alive the grand principle of local self-government and 
State sovereignty, has thus far held the American people from that consolidated despotism whose 
name, whether Republic or Empire, is of but little importance as compared with its rule” (Green 
n.d.). This statue was meant to keep Confederate values alive, to instill in those who saw it the 
hopes of the Confederacy. In turn, in showcasing its vital message, the organization wanted to 
impart to the students that the university honored these messages of discrimination and white 
superiority, as defended and encouraged by people like Carr, the main speaker at Silent Sam’s 
dedication and a known white supremacist. The statue encapsulated all that the South represents 
both to those living there and those outside it, ensuring the propagation of Confederate viewpoints 
for generations after Carr and the university’s administration at that time were dead and gone.   
 Most importantly, for this research, I need to establish two things. First, the validity of my 
claim that the Confederate Monuments represents a racist ideology. The main counter-argument 
against this is that the monument stands for the history of the southern university, honoring the 
soldiers that fought for their homes, and implies no ill will towards any on campus, especially 
those who identify as a person of color. I disagree. As I will discuss and dissect later, the ideology 
of those erecting the monument fundamentally differed from those claiming to speak for it today. 
It needs to be contextualized to provide insight into the moral significance of and reasons for 
opposition to the monument, and finally its removal. Second, there is need to establish the value 
and limitations of Victor Turner’s concepts of social drama and liminality in contributing to the 
interpretation of the conflict around Silent Sam that eventuated in the removal of the memorial in 
2018.  
For this research, I conducted ethnographic interviews with individuals involved in a 
variety of ways with the conflicts over Silent Sam. These interviews were conducted with students 
at the university, from all classes except the class of 2023 as they were not present on campus 
during the conflicts. The experiences of those participating range from direct involvement in 
specific events to observing them from afar. I chose that range of involvement purposefully, as I 
wished to get an adequate representation of the student body. Not all individuals became 
intentional agents in the conflicts, nor did they actively choose not to participate in the proceedings. 
Presented within this text are my interpretations of the views given to me by those I was able to 
interview, their thoughts, feelings, and experiences vital to understanding how individuals 
conceptualize themselves in relation to the events that transpired around Silent Sam. The 
information gathered was told to me using a semi-structured interview format. The information 
gathered was told to me using a semi-structured interview format, the questions I asked ranged 
from personal background, knowledge of Silent Sam, degree of involvement, to their account  of 
the events that transpired, thoughts about current dealings with Silent Sam, and the personal impact 
of the events under discussion. The participants who assisted me in this research have their names 
coded in order to protect their identities from any potential dangers, being replaced with Informants 
	
1-7, each number corresponding to a different interviewee. The details, analysis, and conclusions 
that I reach are my own analysis and views gathered from their experiences and perspectives.  
Unfortunately, due to the sensitive nature of the topic, plus concerns over the spread of 
coronavirus (Covid-19)1, interviews were  difficult to organize. I attempted to contact people from 
all sides of the conflict in order to present a fuller image of events. Despite my best efforts, I was 
not able to include counter-protesters or police. While these would certainly complement and add 
to my analysis, I do not believe that their absence detracts from my message. The interviews consist 
of students involved in the conflicts and, from informal if not systematic surveys, appear to 
represent a majority of students who were present and a majority of students on campus today.  
After conducting these interviews, I coded the results and password-protected each 
document, which was then held in a secondary data storage. The information presented in this 
document was gathered with consent and freely from the subjects, and I aim to represent the 
thoughts, feelings, and aspirations of students at the University of North Carolina Campus. Though 
I could not gain access to all perspectives, I attempted to garner just and accurate recounting and 








1 At the time of writing, as well as a period before, the university and all associated with it were 
deeply affected by the Covid-19 virus. This caused a majority of my planned interviewees to then 
be unable to complete their interviews, or feel unwilling to conduct them. 	
Introduction:  
 The story of Chapel Hill is long and tumultuous. At once a story of immense passion, 
courage, and righteousness, there are also tales of incredible discrimination, violence, and 
subversion. Being the oldest public university within the United States comes with this cost. 
Nothing more encapsulates this than the statue of Silent Sam, the Confederate monument erected 
in 1908 by the Daughters of the Confederacy, and torn down by students of the University in 2018. 
This monument, now resting at an undisclosed location, is the centerfold in the conflict held in the 
heart of every student, professor, visitor, and lover of the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill, whether they actively realize it or not. At once verifying the worst truths and fears, but also 
reconciling them with the promise of action and protection. This intense and vital social drama 
that played in the history and heart of the University itself has placed students and the 
administration2 of the university at odds for decades at a time (Turner 1974). Even after the 
removal of the monument, students can still be seen talking, organizing, and reflecting about what 
the events meant, and how they continue to shape the future of the University itself, impacting 
subsequent generations of classes to come.  
 In this thesis, I analyze the actions, meanings, and significance of Silent Sam’s removal, 
with a focus on the perspective of students. I seek to convey how students were impacted by both 
the statue’s presence and its removal, as well as by events that followed that removal. I do not try 
to explain the events that transpired, or adequately cover how events progressed. Instead, I hope 
																																																						
2 It is important to note here what I am referring to by “administration”. This is a term used to 
describe the group determining the actions of the university. This group is not monolithic by any 
means, and the diversity, of both opinions and actions, of those within the administration should 
be remembered. However, for the sake of this analysis, I will be conceptualizing the 
administration as my interviewee’s present it, a more condensed entity. This entity is 
multifaceted, but under the general guidance of the UNC Board of Governors, whom most later 
lay ire upon.  
	
to offer a glimpse into how Silent Sam affected students, how Silent Sam’s meaning has altered 
what subsequent student classes will experience at UNC, and how despite its physical absence, it 
continues to impact daily functions. I argue that one of the greatest effects Silent Sam has had upon 
the Carolina community has been the creation of a new social group/community, forged through 
involvement in these conflicts and still relevant today. Through the words of its members, I analyze 
the formation of this group, following Victor Turner’s social drama frame and drawing as well on 
concepts such as liminality. I suggest that doing so provides a powerful look into the future of the 
university and into how events involving Silent Sam could shape relationships between University 
of North Carolina administrators and students for generations to come.  
The following sections detail the history of Silent Sam, differentiated into two sections. 
First, a history of the establishment of Silent Sam on campus, as well as the Jim Crow era 
(approximately 1880-1960) is given, starting with the period of reconstruction and the 
establishment of Silent Sam in 1913. The next section, entitled “Contemporary History and 
Timeline” details the modern history of Silent Sam’s history, beginning with the first protest 









 The Erection of Silent Sam and the Jim Crow Period: 
The Confederate Monument at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill was not 
alone in its establishment, instead, it was part of the larger movement pioneered fifty years after 
the Civil War had come to a close at Appomattox. This was part of a much broader movement to 
memorialize the racist institutions that had gained power throughout the Jim Crow South, 
presented as a testament to a Confederate soldier. Silent Sam was not always part of the South; 
instead, he was a part of the Jim Crow era, which was a larger process of memorialization and 
idealization by racist institutions within the South.  The statue followed an intense and often 
forgotten segment of history called Reconstruction. This is the time period by which the South was 
restructured and the previous slaves of the region were freed (Blight 2001). The fundamental, as 
well as forceful, restructuring of Southern Society during this period allowed for the freedom of 
the previously enslaved, but it did not ensure them economic or social freedom. Once 
Reconstruction was “completed” by the United States, and the punishments and restructuring 
administered to the South was deemed acceptable around 1877, the era known as Jim Crow began. 
This was a time period marked by the emergence of the Ku Klux Klan and structured violence 
towards white republicans and African Americans. This newfound, emboldened, group had 
immense political power, making it possible to raise statues such as Silent Sam. Put simply by 
historian Eric Foner, “What remains certain is that Reconstruction failed, and that for blacks its 
failure was a disaster whose magnitude cannot be obscured by the genuine accomplishments that 
did endure” (Foner 1988). The South did not change its deep rooted discrimination towards its 
newly freed black residents; instead, Reconstruction only threw a blanket upon these issues, the 
racism and discrimination still ongoing in the forms of legislation within the Jim Crow South. 
Silent Sam arose from this, planned and implemented by those adhering to the Confederate values.  
	
Silent Sam was originally planned and approved in 1908 by the Board of Trustees, 
commissioned in 1911, but was only built and placed in Chapel Hill in 1913 following a delay in 
the necessary funds. The Daughters of the Confederacy, who were piloting the effort to place a 
Confederate monument on the campus of UNC claimed they wanted to erect a “handsome and 
suitable monument on the grounds of our State University, in memory of the Chapel Hill boys, 
who left college, 1861-1865 and joined our Southern Army in defense of our state” (Green n.d.). 
The university, once the idea of a statue was first broached, declared that it would not pay for the 
memorial, stating that the United Daughters of the Confederacy would pay for one-third of the 
total cost, while alumni and donors of the statue would finance the rest (UNC Archival Library 
2016). This plan did not come to fruition however, as the statue fell short of the necessary funding, 
and the university provided the remaining funds, totaling 500 dollars, about $13,065 today.  
The statue, ironically, was based on a 16-year-old from Boston, and was crafted by the 
Canadian John Wilson, famous for the Washington Grays Monument, another Civil War memorial 
in Philadelphia (Taft 1924). The statue garners its name from the fact that there was no cartridge 
box on the belt of the solider, suggesting that he could not fire his gun (The Carolina Story 2020).  
This was a motif in the line of traditional “Silent Sentinels”, statues created in the northern United 
States that depicted soldiers at rest (Carola 2015). On the memorial base were three plaques, one 
congratulating the Daughters of the Confederacy for erecting the statue, another detailing how the 
memorial is dedicated to those whose “lives taught the lesson of their great commander that duty 
is the sublimest word in the English language”, a quote from a letter by Robert E. Lee that was 
found to be a forgery in 1914 (Heuston 2014). The third plaque showcased a woman, representing 
North Carolina, beguiling a student to abandon his books to follow the war effort. 
 Silent Sam was placed on the border of the town of Chapel Hill and the university, facing 
north in a “position of honor”, often regarded as the “front door of the university” (Killgrove 2018). 
This was purposeful and direct, as the Daughters of the confederacy and the UNC Board of 
Trustees who were now funding the monument wanted to honor it to their fullest capabilities. He 
was unveiled on the northern quad of the University of North Carolina’s campus, following 
speeches from the then Governor Locke Craig and Julian Carr, a Confederate veteran of the Civil 
War. During the speech, Carr made ever-present the meaning behind the statue, proclaiming that 
the Confederate soldiers the statue represented were the saviors “of the Anglo Saxon race in the 
South” before retelling how he “horse-whipped a negro wench until her skirt hung in shreds, 
because… she had publically insulted and maligned a Southern lady” a few yards away from the 
base of the monument (Green n.d.). Other speeches during the commencement suggest multi-
faceted meanings for the memorial: to honor the students who died representing the South, to 
uphold the Confederate ethos of white supremacy, and to also further establish the violence 
towards African Americans within and around the community (University of North Carolina 
Archival Resources 2016). What comes from this is an obvious link to the institutional racism of 
represented by the monument, how it represented the consistent repression and aggression of the 
University towards the African American community.  
 
The Inherent Racism of the Confederate Gaze: 
 There is some debate about the actual racism encapsulated by confederate statues. There 
are claims of the historical significance of statues like Silent Sam, claims that are based on the fact 
that the memorial is dedicated to the students who left the university to fight for the Confederacy. 
	
However, one must consider the full gravity of events that this monument is based in and based 
on to understand why the monument represents racist ideology and white supremacy. 
 A large factor in this is the fact that the Confederacy itself is based on the belief that black 
people should be considered less than their white counterparts, i.e. slavery. Though there are those 
who would claim that there are significant differences between the modern-day defenders of the 
Confederacy and their ancestors, there still exists the racial and ethnic tension that existed. None 
explore this better than Tony Horwitz in the text “Confederates in the Attic”, where he follows 
modern Confederates in their practices and beliefs. Some individuals defend their beliefs by 
claiming that “Southerners are a military people. We were back then, still are today” (Horwitz 
1998, 36). Others claim that “The answer is family… [Northerners] don’t have the family Bibles 
like we do, filled with all these kinfolks who went off to war and died. We lost so much” (Horwitz 
1998, 26).  But the question at hand is not what the individual represented, but instead, the cause 
they celebrated and defended. The Confederacy, on a whole, represented the racial superiority of 
white people. However, it aimed to keep this apparent and stable, and when it was threatened, the 
racist leaders of the area declared war. The individuals who claim this to not be the case, and the 
Civil War to be created on the basis of state’s rights, forget the history at hand. One needs to look 
no further than documents of secession written by the states themselves, Texas, for example, 
claiming that  
We hold as undeniable truths that the governments of the various States, and of the 
confederacy itself, were established exclusively by the white race, for themselves and their 
posterity; that the African race had no agency in their establishment; that they were 
rightfully held and regarded as an inferior and dependent race, and in that condition only 
could their existence in this country be rendered beneficial or tolerable (Lillian Goldman 
Law Library 2008). 
This, in itself, is apparent in its racist ideology, and I fully believe that there is no other 
way to interpret this. This is the cause that the Confederacy stood for, and protected fully, a right 
to enslave and dehumanize fellow humans. It was not only Texas that proclaimed such values, but 
also the vice president of the Confederacy Alexander Stephens, who proclaimed in his 
“Cornerstone Speech” that “Our new Government is founded upon exactly the opposite ideas; its 
foundations are laid, its cornerstone rests, upon the great truth that the negro is not equal to the 
white man; that slavery, subordination to the superior race, is his natural and normal condition” 
(Halsall n.d.). 
However, Confederacy was not representative of the entirety of the south. As described by 
Stephanie McCurry in Confederate Reckoning, “When war came, its goal of building a proslavery 
and antidemocratic nation was tested and found wanting by its own people, only this time ‘the 
people’ was a far more representative cast of the Southern population” (McCurry 2010, 360). At 
the time of the war, not every southern man, woman, and child was convinced of the “rightful” 
place slavery held in their institutions; mainly the power-holding white men were convinced of it. 
As the war progressed, so too did the casualties of the Confederates, who suffered a death rate 
almost three times the rates of their Union counterparts. This, coupled with the fact that the 
Confederacy drafted 75-85 percent of all white men to the battlefield, resulted in a general 
breakdown of support of the new Confederate government towards the end of the war (Segrest 
2019, XVIII-XIX). As families were torn apart and thousands of men died on battlefields, the idea 
of the Confederacy became crucial to those who previously were not convinced. Because if they 
did not believe in what it stood for, why were they dying? This idea of commitment to the cause 
	
of the Confederacy, then, after the Civil War created the “Myth of the South”, a term borrowed 
from numerous scholars that is used to describe how the Confederacy propagated ideas about 
wealth, honor, civility, and respect that the South most often reflects socially today. George Tindall 
offers David Potter’s words to help explain this myth, explaining how “This folk culture, we know, 
was far from being ideal or utopian, and was in fact full of inequality and wrong, but if the nostalgia 
persists was it because even the inequality and wrong were parts of a life that still had a relatedness 
and meaning” (Tindall 18, 1967).  This is the culture that conceived Silent Sam:  an 
ideology/cultural process that was attempting to honor its past and continue a mythos in any 
possible way, including the inherent racism in its roots. However, as Segrest and McCurry point 
out, this view did not encapsulate the entirety of the South, merely those individuals with power 
and influence, as they dictated the course of legislation, as well as the general path society took.  
 Now, one might point to previous statements and claim “Well, Silent Sam stood for the 
soldiers, not their cause!”, and for that, I give credit. However, the speech at the unveiling of the 
statue in 1913 was founded in Confederate ideology. As previously described, Carr was proud of 
his racism and found protection confidence in his Confederate views. He took Silent Sam to be a 
projection of these views, a defense of the legitimacy of the Confederacy, and a shining example 
of its successful integration into the spirit of the University. By basing the statue and the 
commencement of the statue on Carr’s speech and ideals, the statue was a monument not to the 
students who lost their lives fighting for their homeland, but for the cause that war represented. 
The deaths and sacrifices by students asked to defend their homeland was not represented by this 
statue. Instead what was being memorialized was what they were dying for: the ideals, hopes, and 
aspirations of a would-be nation that begged them to leave their studies and fight. That is the 
inherent wrong set within the creation of Silent Sam, not the soldiers he represented. Carr, as well 
as others who advocated for the installation of the statue within the university, were not entirely 
harkening back directly to the articles of secession of 1860; instead, they were cementing and re-
establishing those ideals in the Jim Crow south. The did not wish to honor the students whose lives 
were lost, or create a monument to remember the university’s involvement in the war effort; instead, 
they wished to seed the campus with their own racist ideology. It is important to mention that not 
every individual held this racist ideology, many of those in the South at this time or even of those 
attending the university did not prescribe those beliefs detailed by Carr. As Segrest describes, “if 
any of these statues of regular foot soldiers had their way, I think they would have climbed down 
a while back, happy to be done with a war and a history that has been so distorted with their names” 















MLK and James Cates Protests 
Silent Sam protests began in 1968 with the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr. The statue was painted in spray paint and then quickly cleaned by 
other students a day later (Fryar 2019). Major protests were conducted 
following the killing of James Cates, a Chapel Hill native, by the hands of a 
white gang on the UNC campus in 1971. 
1968 & 1971 
Real Silent Sam Coalition 
2011 marked the formation of the Real Silent Sam Coalition 
(RSSC), whose purpose was to seek contextualization for the 
monument and to “invigorate a culture at the university that 
celebrates difference and cultivates a diverse, egalitarian, and 
truth-seeking student body” (RSSC 2020). 
2011 
Dylan Roofe 
Following the massacre inside a black church in Charleston by a known 
white supremacist, Dylan Roofe, who had connection to Confederate 
propaganda. This caused a massive rethinking of Confederate 
monuments and history, and eventually prompted North Carolina 
legislation to enact a new law forbidding the removal of any “objects of 
remembrance” without first consulting and gaining approval from the 
North Carolina Historical Commission. Silent Sam is covered in graffiti. 
2015 
Sandra Bland 
Protests increased in 2015 following the death of Sandra Bland and other brazen acts of 
violence against black individuals by white police officers throughout the US 
(Montgomery 2019). The RSSC formally called for Silent Sam’s removal from campus for 
the first time in the fall of 2015 with a public letter to the university, citing its constant 
oppression of black students and the history of white supremacy as main causes. 
Following these protests, counter-protesters began to form in support of the monument, 
most often composed by groups outside of the university, the university allowing such 
events to take place even though there were safety concerns for students and residents of 
Chapel Hill. 
2015 
Contemporary History and Timeline 































Major Protests Begin 
First large-scale protest occurs, with over 1,000 calling 
for Silent Sam to be taken down. Three were arrested, 
including one student. It was later found out that an 
undercover police officer was present within the 
protests, sparking ire among the student body. 
Counter Protest 
Students gather against a rumored white 
supremacist rally centered around Silent Sam. 
Though no rally occurs, students still protest 




Maya Little, a grad student at UNC, was arrested after pouring red paint 
mixed with her blood upon Silent Sam. She was arrested and charged 
soon after. This was a hallmark movement for the Silent Sam conflicts, 






May 1, 2018 
Cost of Defending Silent Sam 
The News and Observer reported that UNC had spent over $390,000 on 
increased police presence surrounding Silent Sam during the fiscal year, 
including $3,000 to clean the statue from vandalism. Later that month, the 
Board of Governors release statements of competing messages, the new UNC 
Board of Governors Chairperson Harry Smith ensuring that “we’re not ignoring 
it”, but also that “the board currently has no plans to move the Silent Sam statue 
from campus” (Stancill 2018). 
 
Tearing Down Silent Sam 
Large rallies led up to the first day of classes for the 2018 academic school year. 
The day before classes are supposed to start, a large rally descends upon 





Once Silent Sam was toppled, it was swiftly moved to an 
unknown location. Plans to return the statue to campus 
were quickly shut down and counter-protests by 
Confederate groups were held continuously. 
 
 
Board of Governors Recommendations 
On December 3, the UNC administration recommends that Silent Sam be re- instated on 
campus and moved to a new facility that would cost the university 5.3 million dollars, with 
an additional $800,000 in annual operating costs. After public outcry against this plan, it is 











Chancellor Folt's Actions 
Chancellor Folt announced her resignation along with the removal of the pedestal 
that Silent Sam stood upon. The UNC Board of Governors, furious with this, 
forced her resignation to occur at the end of the month instead of the intended 
end of the semester, with Harry Smith emailing fellow UNC Board members 
claiming ‘I intend to bring a vote to this governing body that will demand the 
statue be put back in place in a defined timeline” (Lennon 2019). 
 
Small Clashes and Decisions 
A number of small clashes occur between student led 
groups and Confederate protestors. Deadline for a 
decision on Silent Sam by the Board of Governors 
pushed back even 
Resolution 
The Board of Governors announced that they were turning over Silent Sam to the Sons of 
Confederate Veterans, with the stipulation that it cannot be re-erected in any county with a 
UNC System institution. Included in this was a 2.5-million-dollar trust that was intended to 
be used for the “preservation and benefit” of the statue (Lang; Sheehey 2020). Later it was 
found that the UNC administration paid $74,999 to the North Carolina Division of 
Confederate Veterans a few days before the agreement with the Sons of Confederate 
veterans was reached. 
 
Court Case 
On February 12, 2020, a judge struck down the 2.5 million dollar Silent Sam 
settlement between the university and the Sons of Confederate veterans. This 
came after students themselves filed a motion to intervene with the proceedings 
of the settlement. The judge claimed that the Sons of Confederate veterans did 
not have legal ownership of the statue, and that the only entity that had 
ownership over it was the university since its installment in 1913 (Lang 2020). 
 
No Resolution 
Currently, the fate of Silent Sam remains unknown. Despite multiple 
court cases, protests, public and private talks, and administration 
changes, there is no definite plan regarding his final resting place, or at 






































 In order to properly establish how the events that transpired around Silent Sam affected 
students around the university, a sequence of events must first be established. Refer to the figure 
above, Figure 1, as necessary for the chronological sequence of key points throughout the 
contemporary conflicts involving Silent Sam.  
Current conflicts surrounding the Confederate monument on campus can be traced back to 
June 2015, after Dylan Roofe killed nine members of a historic black church in Charleston during 
service in an attempt to start a race war. This then caused a flashpoint throughout the country, soon 
after there were activists removing Confederate flags from the South Carolina State House, the 
flag being permanently taken down on July 10. On July 5, Silent Sam was found to have the words 
“Black Lives Matter”, “KKK”, and “Murderer” written in black spray paint. Later in the month, 
the Governor of North Carolina, Pat McCrory, signed Senate Bill 22 on July 23. This bill banned 
state and local governments from removing statues, monuments, or historical objects of 
“remembrance”. The only exception to this rule is if the historical object in question posed a threat 
to public safety due to its presence. Then, following the mysterious death of Sandra Bland, “Who 
is Sandra Bland?” was spray-painted on Silent Sam. On September tenth, Silent Sam was found to 
have a blindfold, consisting of a Confederate bandana, tied around it. Then, during University Day 
(October 12), protestors interrupted ceremonies by chanting “Tear it down, or we shut you down” 
and “that racist statue has to go”. This was followed up with a demonstration on October 26 in 
support of the monument. Most of those attending were not affiliated with the university, but the 
counter-protest composed of students outnumbered the Confederate supporters massively. On 
April 16, 2016, UNC Trustee Allie Ray McCullen sent an email calling those calling for Silent 




The movement sweeping the nation calling for the removal of Confederate monuments 
then gathered intense focus on August 12, 2017, during a white supremacist rally in Charlottesville, 
Virginia whose purpose was to protest the removal of a Confederate statue. During this protest, a 
self-proclaimed white supremacist drove into a crowd of counter-protestors, killing one and 
injuring many. Following this, Duke University removed a Confederate statue on campus after it 
is vandalized and damaged, citing safety as a primary concern (Cherelus 2017). A few days later, 
Chapel Hill Mayor Pam Hemminger formally asked the then UNC Chancellor Folt to remove 
Silent Sam from campus, as she was concerned that “the possibility of a breach of peace is high, 
and with it the likelihood that Silent Sam could suffer substantial damage” (Fleming 2017). It was 
also later found Governor of North Carolina Roy Cooper gave the university direct permission to 
remove the statue on August 21, 2017, dictating that “if the university and its leadership believe 
such a dangerous condition is on campus, then the law gives it the authority to address those 
concerns” (Roy Cooper, correspondence to President Spellings, August 21, 2017). On August 23, 
2017, there was a massive student lead protest calling for the statue's removal from campus, 
swelling to approximately 1,000 protestors at some points of the night. During this, three protestors 
were arrested, two of which were not associated with the university, and one being a UNC student. 
Following these protests, protestors calling for the removal of Silent Sam create rotating groups 
so there is a constant presence at the base of the statue. The Chancellor Emeritus then makes a 
public statement saying that “leaving Silent Sam in Place is untenable” highlighting how white 
supremacy groups have utilized the Confederate statues in the past as a cause of concern (Moyer 
2019). On September 1st, UNC police then removed posters, signs, and other items surrounding 
the statue calling for it to be removed. Later that week, protestors gathered in front of South 
Building to make the administration aware that until the removal of the statue there will be no 
more “business as usual” (Moyer 2019). Then in early November, it was found that during the 
August 23rd protest was an undercover police officer dressed in plain clothes among the protestors, 
sparking the ire of protestors.  
The next event occurred on February 21, 2018, when students and activism groups held a 
rally to protest a rumored white supremacists rally that was threatened to occur. Though no white 
supremacist group arrived on campus, the students and activism groups still held a rally demanding 
a call to action from the administration. Then on May 1, 2018, Maya Little, a grad student at UNC, 
was arrested after pouring red paint mixed with her blood upon Silent Sam. She was arrested and 
charged soon after. This was a hallmark movement for the Silent Sam conflicts, as it was seen by 
Little and those around her as an “opportunity to teach” (RSSC 2020). Later that summer in July, 
the News and Observer reported that UNC had spent over $390,000 on increased police presence 
surrounding Silent Sam during the fiscal year, including $3,000 to clean the statue from vandalism.  
Later that month, the Board of Governors release statements of competing messages, the new UNC 
Board of Governors Chairperson Harry Smith ensuring that “we’re not ignoring it”, but also that 
“the board currently has no plans to move the Silent Sam statue from campus” (Stancill 2018).  
The conflicts reached a head on August 20, 2018. During a protest before the first day of classes 
for UNC students, protestors and students tore down Silent Sam from his pedestal. The statue was 
then removed by police in a tow-truck. On December 3, 2018, the UNC administration 
recommends that Silent Sam be re-instated on campus and moved to a new facility that would cost 
the university 5.3 million dollars, with an additional $800,000 in annual operating costs. It was 
suggested that a museum should be built to house Silent Sam, costing the university millions of 
dollars in order to build and maintain the structure because “public safety makes it impossible to 




put in a 'single purpose building'” (Philip; Baier 2018). Eleven days later on December 14th, the 
UNC Board of Governors rejected the idea of a new facility under pressure from students and 
community members, calling for a new proposal for the statue by March 15, 2019. Suddenly, on 
January 14th, Chancellor Folt announced her resignation along with the removal of the pedestal 
that Silent Sam stood upon. The UNC Board of Governors, furious with this, forced her resignation 
to occur at the end of the month instead of the intended end of the semester, with Harry Smith 
emailing fellow UNC Board members claiming ‘I intend to bring a vote to this governing body 
that will demand the statue be put back in place in a defined timeline” (Lennon 2019).  
 Following the removal of Silent Sam’s pedestal and the resignation of Chancellor Folt, 
there continued to be clashes between Pro-confederate and anti-Silent Sam protestors. These 
occurred in many capacities throughout the semester, as there was no formal decision declared on 
Silent Sam. On March 3, 2019, the Board of Governors delayed the deadline for a decision on 
Silent Sam’s final resting place from the 15th of March to May 2019. On March 16th, there was a 
Pro-Confederate rally held on campus where some demonstrators carried firearms. These 
protestors were later only given warnings. Following this, on March 19, Board of Governors 
member Steve Long told WUNC claiming that Harry Smith forced many of the UNC system 
administrators to resign following statements of support for anti-Silent Sam measures (Ward 2019). 
Later that month, a UNC police officer was accused of lying under oath during a Silent Sam arrest 
case, causing further tensions between the student body and Chapel Hill. Conflict then started to 
spread to other monuments near where Silent Sam used to stand, UNC police finding the Unsung 
Founders monument, a monument dedicated to the slaves that helped build the university, covered 
in graffiti and slurs, the culprits later found to be connected to a pro-Confederate group. Protests 
and counter-protests continued to occur in a multitude of fashions, a large clash occurring on May 
5th, which required police to separate groups with a barricade near the Peace and Justice Place 
across from McCorkle Place (Sheehey 2019).  
After this, there was no major conflict or news regarding the fate of Silent Sam until 
November 27th, when the administration announced that they were turning over Silent Sam to the 
Sons of Confederate Veterans, with the stipulation that it cannot be re-erected in any county with 
a UNC System institution. Included in this was a 2.5-million-dollar trust that was intended to be 
used for the “preservation and benefit” of the statue (Lang; Sheehey 2020). Later it was found that 
the UNC administration paid $74,999 to the North Carolina Division of Confederate Veterans a 
few days before the agreement with the Sons of Confederate veterans was reached. This $74,999 
amount was one dollar short of needing approval from the state’s attorney general, and was 
concealed from the public for nearly a month after its competition (McGee 2020). This created 
new conflict entirely between the administration and the student body, who grew tired of the 
ongoing issue. Then on February 12, 2020, a judge struck down the 2.5 million dollar Silent Sam 
settlement between the university and the Sons of Confederate veterans. This came after students 
themselves filed a motion to intervene with the proceedings of the settlement. The judge claimed 
that the Sons of Confederate veterans did not have legal ownership of the statue, and that the only 
entity that had ownership over it was the university since its installment in 1913 (Lang 2020).  
 Every individual on campus is influenced by this history, whether it is known to them or 
not. The history is vital to understanding why the events on campus in recent years took place. 
Without properly understanding the inherent racism of Silent Sam, one cannot truly begin to 
comprehend how the statue affected those on campus and why it was so important. This history 
also informs how my study could take place, as the semi-structured interviews I utilized were 




history, and without seeking aid from the works of historians and the ponderings of other 























Ideas of the Past: 
 In order to create a foundation for deeper analysis and allow analysis of my own findings, 
one must first look at conceptualizations of the South by historians. Without the establishment of 
ideas such as the Southern Myth, what I learned could not stand by itself. I am building upon an 
interpretation offered by historians such as Grantham and Horwitz in order to offer a new 
perspective based on Victor Turner’s ideas. Their work contextualizes my findings, providing a 
framework for readers to be fully cognizant of their meanings, which considering the gravitas of 
the subject at hand and the continuing conflicts it provokes, is of massive importance.  
Harkening back to when the monument was first established on campus, there were no 
black students. The only African Americans on campus were relegated to subservient positions. 
This was not modern day UNC, where diversity and inclusivity is honored, respected, and 
encouraged by students and staff. Instead, the administration in 1913 actively sought to diminish 
any role on campus that anyone other than a white male could have. The statue was erected as a 
testament to this. Despite the war having been concluded decades earlier, there still existed a 
purposeful and hateful rhetoric. This is the Southern Myth referenced earlier: a steadfast link to 
the Confederacy, idealizing it as part of the history connected to the average southerner, despite 
the fact that there were a large number of individuals who fought for the Confederacy who did not 
agree with these viewpoints. This is also referred to as the “Lost Cause of the Confederacy”, the 
idea that the Confederacy’s cause was a heroic endeavor that sought to defend the Southern way 
of life against Northern aggression (Gallagher and Nolan 2000). This is what affects the racial and 




the history of Silent Sam. As Dunbar writes, “The endurance- what a Southern might call the 
“cussedness”-of the old ways was remarkable” (Dunbar 1964). 
 The establishment of Silent Sam was steeped in classic Southern ideologies and myths. 
From an outside perspective, this does not make sense:  the Civil war had been concluded for 
almost forty years at the statue’s erection, so the Confederacy should have been diminished after 
its defeat. However, Southern identity prevented this from occurring. The Confederacy is seen as 
a central tenet in the hearts of any older southern institution by those outside of the South. Part of 
this revolves around a sense of community/identity and exclusivity in a Southern setting, an 
intentional othering of individuals from outside the region. The South has a remarkable tendency 
to identify with its history, to take pride in it and honor it thoroughly. Horwitz notes how the 
president of one of North Carolina’s Sons of the Confederacy chapters could trace back his lineage 
his great-great grandfathers (Horwitz 1998, 26). This creates a need to defend anything related to 
the history of the South by Southerners, a need to fulfill the myth of the South and represent the 
history for which their ancestors fought and died for, which carries over to Silent Sam. 
This myth creates an idyllic southern racist mentality. This mentality chooses to focus on 
the history and heritage felt by Southern white residents, and attempts to divide the country into 
those who can claim a bond of heritage bond to this history and those intruding upon a “way of 
life”. As we saw within Julian Carr’s speech inaugurating Silent Sam, this is fundamentally, untrue; 
a result of purposeful misdirection by the Board of Governors and the Daughters of the 
Confederacy at the time of Silent Sam’s commencement. Not all southern residents were racist; 
nor did they approve of the white-supremacy promoted by the administration of the university 
during this time. However, this was a time that restricted speech for those in the minority. Reed, 
in “Minding the South”, describes this perfectly: 
A hundred years ago, things were different. In 1900, a southerner was someone who stood 
up for “Dixie”, saluted the stars and bars, and honored the lost cause and its heroes. Of 
course, this definition excluded a good many white residents and nearly all black ones, but 
their views on the matter carried no weight (Shelton Reed 2003, 48) 
 
The viewpoints of Carr and his co-conspirators did not represent the entirety of the South, 
and by claiming it did one misrepresents the history of the Confederacy. Unfortunately, as Reed 
put it, the opinions of the minority carried no weight at this time in decisions like these because of 
the hegemonic views at this time. If the dominant political and social structure was opposed, 
exclusion and violence occurred. Because of that, the racism and discrimination of the 1860s 
carried forwards into the twentieth century and beyond, plaguing the South with idealizations of 
and falsehoods about a time long past.  
The statue itself was erected under the pretense of racial superiority. The hallmark speaker 
for the Daughters of the Confederacy claimed that the monument represented all Confederate 
soldiers, asserting that “their courage and steadfastness saved the very life of the Anglo Saxon race 
in the South” (Green n.d.). This was meant perhaps to honor the soldiers and students who fell 
fighting for their cause, but it also represents the horrific history of the Confederacy and the 
systematic methods of discrimination implemented following its defeat.  Dedicating the statue in 
this way cemented its imagery and the message behind the statue. By so conducting the 
proceedings, Carr and the UNC administration revealed that the ceremony had darker intentions.  
For Informant 3, the statue “represented a manifestation of oppression against people of 
color. From the very money that was used for it to be built, to its commemoration, all the way 




Informant 3). The ceremony, plaques, and dedication were merely a cover-up for the true meanings 
of the statue: that African Americans were not welcome on UNC grounds, that UNC would not 
respect or represent any opinion but that of the rich, white Confederacy. Informant 3’s direct 
relation to the monument on the day of its birth upon this campus to the survival and propagation 
of white supremacy and racist ideology cannot be overlooked. Students notice this direct 
relationship. Informant 1, a sophomore computer science and studio art double major, stated “there 
is not a reasonable doubt of ‘oh, this is heritage’” (Interview, Informant 1). Silent Sam’s birth was 
shrouded in white supremacy, and cannot be separated from it, no matter how many years pass 
between the original sentiment of those who installed the statue and today. I interpret my 
interviewees this way due to the persistence in acknowledging its roots as systematically and 
unequivocally discriminatory. No individual, despite their background, race, or other thoughts, 
claimed during my interviews that Silent Sam was an integral aspect of historical representation. 
By looking towards the ideas of the past, you can then act accordingly. 
 
Actions in the Present- Understood through the Prospective of Victor Turner’s Concept of Social 
Drama: 
 Silent Sam has always been central to the idea of reckoning. It has been a key site for 
numerous protests, conflicts, and student marches. Being a key location on University grounds, 
the so-called “gateway” to the university, afforded Silent Sam a place of honor in some of the most 
intense gatherings on UNC’s campus.  
It was a place of the social dramas, an idea put forth by Victor Turner in “Social Drama 
and Ritual Metaphors” as previously discussed (Turner 1974), and widely influential among 
anthropologists. For Turner, social dramas are “isolable and minutely describable units of social 
process” (Turner 1974, 33). These units of social process follow four phases, starting with (1) a 
breach of regular norms occurring between groups, leading to (2) a mounting crisis where the 
conflict extends and deepens, then (3) a redressive action where action is taken to limit the conflict, 
and finally (4) the reintegration of a group or an irreparable schism of group from their society 
(Turner 1974, 38-41). We can see this mirrored in the conflicts over Silent Sam.  
I argue that Turner’s model provides a framework to understand the conflict at hand. First, 
there was a breach of regular norms, as the student body protestors came into conflict with the 
university administration over the Confederate Monument. The protests occurring directly after 
the Charlottesville riots or the calls of students for the administration to remove Silent Sam in 2017 
can be seen as the breach of norms. Students had not previously protested Silent Sam consistently 
as these protests, and signify a breach in the normal proceedings.  
Then there was a mounting crisis as students felled the statue. The conflict was progressing 
and becoming more involved. This came to a head on August 23rd when protesters felled Silent 
Sam, which serves as not only a pivotal monument for the students, but also the university itself. 
Redressive action then occurred as the university sought to limit conflict by hiding the statue and 
attempting to relocate it. The administration attempted to rectify the situation at hand by firing 
Chancellor Folt, paying the Sons of the Confederacy, and continuously pushing back decrees on 
how Silent Sam was going to be handled. This was their attempt to rectify the situation at hand 
and return things to before the breach of regular norms; however, it was not successful. The final 
stage of a social drama is the reconciliation or the irreparable schism between the two groups. One 
could argue that there has been a reconciliation because there are no longer intensive threats of 




These histories allow me to apply Victor Turner’s ideas of liminality and social dramas to 
the conflicts that occurred, providing my analysis with structure, support, and rationale. However, 
it is important to note where Turner himself is lacking. Turner was writing his theories during the 
late 1970s, a time rife with much social change. As Asad Talal describes within the text 
Anthropology and the Colonial Encounter, it is difficult to shake classical anthropological theorists 
and the colonial foundation that anthropology bases itself in (Talal 90, 1995). This is partly why 
Turner can offer complete ideas of social dramas, he cannot see how complete domination of a 
social group can lead to reinforce racist ideology. Turner could not anticipate the ways in which 
the racialized conflicts surrounding Silent Sam would have occurred and evolved over the 
twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Instead, he was utilizing the existence of the European 
colonial domination he experienced. This caused an ideology of permanency to colonial rule, and 
therefore caused him to not be fully aware of the racial dimensions to the thoughts he presented 
(Talal, 1995). That is what is occurring here, and why Victor Turner’s ideas fall short at later points. 
In the colonial framework that Turner worked within, Social Dramas could only result in complete 
domination, and therefore, in contemporary situations where domination cannot be achieved by 
either side, Turner’s Social Drama is not applicable in its entirety. However, this does not mean it 
is not useful. By applying social drama to the issues and conflict surrounding Silent Sam, a clear 
framework of breach of social norms, mounting crisis, redressive action, and (partial) 
reconciliation can be seen and expounded upon further. Turner, despite the failing of colonization, 
can allow for a realization in the importance of events, and then further understanding of the events. 
Nonetheless, this can create a shortcoming during the application of his theories, as in this case, 
there has not been any reconciliation or schism as Turner would predict, as discussed in further 
sections. The administration of the university cannot enforce itself wholly unto the student body 
as a colonial force, nor can the students completely rebel and separate itself against its authority. 
So, these conflicting sides are locked into the social drama until reconciliation is reached; a positive 
feedback loop of mounting crises and redressive action will occur as the administration attempts 
to rectify Silent Sam.  
As previously discusses, Turner worked within colonial frameworks, that forced 
reconciliation or schismatic action, but the university is not a colonial power. The students are able 
to confront the administration of the university, and have, thereby preventing any reconciliation 
from occurring, but they are preventing reconciliation in order to avoid irreparable schism. The 
students want to change the administration, but they do not want to be separated form it 
permanently. That is why students are actively pushing against the Board of Governors deal with 
the Sons of Confederate Veterans, and this is why there has not been a solution to the issue that is 
Silent Sam yet. By understanding the conflicts over Silent Sam, one can begin to see that deeper 
changes have occurred because of them. The most notable effect of the social drama involving 
Silent Sam is the creation of a new community, formed as a result of the conflict with the university 
administration. 
 A new identity is forming among the group of protestors within the UNC community, one 
based on action and responsibility. This is the central conflict that existed between the student 
body protestors and the university administration: the idea of what an ideal community member 
might be. For the students, a good community member is someone who recognizes the issues 
present in their society and actively attempts to rectify injustice, while the administration would 
prefer community members who might recognize that issues existed, but would not actively 
attempt to rectify them. This is the root cause of the social drama.  Turner claims that social dramas 




Silent Sam itself represents such a situation perfectly. A statue on the university campus that is 
known to represent racist sentiments that the administration allows to remain on campus, as their 
actions of refusing to take down Silent Sam despite requests from the student body and local 
government showed (Fleming 2017), and a student body who wishes to remove the statue from 
their community and promote a more accepting and progressive university free from the legacies 
of racism and discrimination.   
Throughout my interviews, there was a consistent presence of a “we” and “you” construct. 
These new terms were formed from the identity-struggle occurring within the social drama (Turner 
1974). Consider  comments such as “we should not be sorry for anything that they [the 
administration of UNC] have been connected to or a part of” or “this not only affects you, it affects 
me… because it affects you” (Interview, Informant 5). Such speech represents something far 
greater than the individual experiences of the conflicts. Instead, it represents a shift in how people 
understand themselves in relation to their peers. When I questioned the interviewees to clarify 
what exactly they meant by using terms such as “we” and “you”, most responded with pauses and 
confusion, not even realizing that they had used such words. After exploring the “we” statements, 
I found them to represent a vast sea of individuals, ranging from minority students on campus to 
anyone at the conflicts, witnesses or participants. The “you” statements were used more sparingly, 
most often in terms of self-description and conversation with an outsider. I see these declarations 
of a “you” as a recognition of part of their own identity, whether that involve their race or position 
within the conflicts, and the way it created ties between individuals. By separating the “you” and 
“we”, the participant to the conflict interacts in an othering of themselves from those who did not 
participate or those against the conflicts in general (i.e. the administration). Informant 5 points to 
this by pondering that from the viewpoint of the administration the protestors should view 
themselves as “‘grateful’, but really it’s like ‘no, we are not equals’” (interview Informant 5). By 
remarking this, Informant 5 establishes the conflict between the university and participants of the 
conflict, that the administration feels as if the students should be “grateful” for their circumstance, 
while in all reality the administration is dismissing the student body and protesters. This is vital to 
the formation of the new identity. Using such terms creates a collective, allowing those involved 
to see themselves as part of a separate community, separate from those not involved with Silent 
Sam. It is a uniting and defining language, one that binds people together and makes that bond 
recognizable.  
Most did not actively seek to become involved in the conflicts. Instead, a majority of those 
who chose to share their experiences with me happened upon the conflict or knew about the rallies 
and then chose to become part of the history. They did not aim to cause conflict or ignite dramatic 
social change; they chose to become involved in events surrounding the Confederate memorial 
because they wanted to be part of the history they could see occurring. Even those who are now 
intimately involved with Silent Sam describe themselves as “witnessing history in real time”. I 
was struck by this. This was not a group of individuals focused on past events. Those interviewed 
knew Silent Sam had been the object of past tension on campus, but did not know of any major 
protest previously. This was not insignificant; it is close to the hearts of those who actively did 
choose to participate, a “fight for their humanity” in the face of Silent Sam (Interview, Informant 
1). However, this was not a group focused on conflict, this was not a group focused on making 
grand statements of aggression against the administration or the police force present. Instead, this 
was a congregation of individuals, some of whom made promises to their parents not to be involved, 
but as one interviewee said “of course I am not going to stay away!” (Interview, Informant 5). For 




meaningful. One interviewee pointed at this as a direct reason for participation, claiming that their 
participation in the conflicts was because “I was a part of history”, that these rallies were “a really 
awesome thing to experience because coming to college, this is what it is about”, a way to express 
your hopes and dreams for the future and shape it actively (Interview, Informant 7). These conflicts 
were a formative experience that allowed those participating in them to express themselves in new 
ways: it was, as one interviewee put it “To me it was almost like a gateway in showing me that I 
have power and can do something” (Interview, Informant 7). This was key to the beginning of the 
social drama. Without a realization and execution of this newfound power and responsibility, there 
would be no mounting crisis represented by the toppling of the Confederate monument following 
the breach of social norms of protests, rallies, and conflicts. Without this identity formation/ 
creation, there could not have been action.  
Being part of a university means for most incorporating that university into one’s identity, 
to take its mascot, colors, and creed as part of making one’s own self. The University of North 
Carolina is special in this regard, as it has extensive history linking it to activism, and some 
interpret their personal selves in relation to the activism they have come to see as vital to the 
identity of the University. Informant 1 describes directly how  
Chapel Hill has a lot of personal history of activism that is steeped into walking around on 
campus, talking to people, being aware of the history… Chapel Hill is not perfect. I’ve had 
my fair share of many problems, but I feel like for many people like me, coming to a place 
like Chapel Hill is coming to a place where we could finally be involved in something 
greater than ourselves (Interview, Informant 1) 
 
UNC has been known for social activism, and for pushing the envelope when it comes to 
forcing a change in identity. Some individuals chose this university because of this. Others choose 
to become involved in social activism once they discovered this culture on campus. Informant 1, 
retelling how it felt to find an activist community on campus, remembered how “going to my first 
rally here it was like oh, this is amazing. Because [previously] it felt really lonely” (Interview, 
Informant 1). This provides clear evidence to the creation of a community, that relationships were 
forming through the connections felt by these individuals. By participating in these events, students 
hoped to better their home, and to create a better place for future generations of students Informant 
7 said that “I think it [Silent Sam and the rallies] is a reminder that UNC wasn’t always a great 
place for all students to go to and that we still have to take an active role in our life” (Interview, 
Informant 7). Students wanted to protect their home, to make it into what they believed it should 
be.  Informant 6, a senior political science major, proclaimed that “we created a conversation, we 
created a dialogue on campus… for all the classes present… to reassess our interpretations” 
(Interview, Informant 6). 
By participating in these events, there was an acceptance of a social removal of those 
participating in the protest from what the administration desired in a student. As a result, bonds 
were created between individuals in an effort to reconcile this separation from the larger group. 
Almost every person who participated in these events spoke about how they interacted with, 
formed bonds with, or grew to respect the peers they met at and associated with the events. The 
events created a new group, united by the actions they took and their rejection by the administration. 
The events that took place after Silent Sam was toppled continued to deepen these bonds, as the 
administration pushed to protect Silent Sam or even to have members of the campus community 




 Victor Turner describes this type of removal by using the term liminality.  For Turner, 
liminality is “being situationally or temporally set apart, or voluntarily setting oneself apart from 
the behavior of status occupying” (Turner 2002, 97). This is vital because it causes those separated 
from the “status occupying”, or normal social status, to develop their own unique identity and 
connection, along with a further connection with those they shared their new status with. This 
allows those removed from a group to build a stronger group amongst themselves as a result of 
their removal, and, in turn, eventually form a subgroup within the whole community, with strong 
relationships and connections. This is what occurred during the Silent Sam conflicts. Students, 
either by choosing to be actively and intimately involved, or by being a witness, separated 
themselves from most members of the university community and became connected with those 
around them through their shared experiences. This caused a change in identity, the birth of a new 
social relationship on a grand scale within the university. As one participant put it: “while the 
campus itself can be unwelcoming and lonely at times… there’s an active group of people fighting 
to make that better” (Interview, Informant 1).  
Students, by attending rallies and other events surrounding the removal of Silent Sam, 
forcefully disconnected themselves from the definition of a community member offered by the 
administration and the university, that of a student who does not go against the social norms 
established by the university. The Board of Governors publicly and privately insisted that the statue 
be kept safe and maintained on campus, criticizing anyone who suggested otherwise. Smith 
himself, the former chairman of the Board of Governors directly stating in an email that “It’s my 
intention to bring a vote to this governing body that will demand the statue be put back in place in 
a defined time line” (Lennon 2020). As discussed previously, it was then suggested by other 
members of the Board of Governors that Smith also pushed out any individual within the 
administration who would question the legitimacy of the statue on campus (Ward 2019). This is 
how the administration utilized and viewed Silent Sam, as an extension of themselves, and as a 
way to reinforce the values held by those in power, induvial such as Smith perpetuating these.  
 Those involved in any capacity, i.e. protestors, recognized this, some going so far as to 
call the administration one of the main perpetrators of racism, describing how “… in educating the 
student in the statute and its profound racist past, they’ve [the university] done a good job it seems. 
Well, not the administration”. (Interview, Informant 6). To go against Silent Sam, to actively wish 
for its departure from campus, and to decry its racist history is to go directly against the 
administration’s concept of what the university community should be, and, therefore, to go against 
the university community itself. By doing this, those involved began to depend on one another, 
furthering their social bonds throughout the campus. One interviewee directly addressed this: “You 
know… that there are people in South Building, and other administration buildings around campus 
that think ‘This should have never happened’ … that they have to control this” (Interview, 
Informant 5). The “control” this interviewee speaks of is the student body feeling as if the 
administration can dictate how the student body can act on campus. The administration sought to 
utilize this control to continue Silent Sam’s legacy. However, this “control” can never truly occur 
now. The students, in forming this liminal group and building bonds with those around them that 
last to this day, ensure that the administration can never fully control how students feel about Silent 
Sam. By attempting to control this, they deepen the conflict in the minds of the students, and, 
therefore, deepen the bond between those within the group. One participant, thinking about how 
their personal involvement has changed how they perceive the university and its community as a 
whole, described how they began to think about actions taken by protestors and students 




for a greater good. This was no longer a personal action taken for personal reasons; instead, it was 
an act expressing care and concern for the broader community:  
 
It’s definitely spread to “how will this affect the community”. And had me think of like… 
less of an individual. Which is not a bad thing. I don’t think that someone is selfish for 
being like “I want to keep myself safe. I want to be not in a position to be harmed.” But it 
definitely made me feel a lot more for this campus and Chapel Hill and being around and 
part of it and being like “we need to take this down together” instead of “we need to take 
this down for my safety.”  
 
This individual directly addressed how their feelings had altered even with relatively short 
experiences in the conflicts themselves. It was not an individual experience, but something that 
involves a community. The separation of individuals from the administration in the struggle to 
promote social justice, caused them to form intensive bonds each other, unifying and directing 
them to act and, in turn, causing them to create an identity around Silent Sam. The newly created 
group of individuals and created deep and significant roots. The toppling of the Confederate 
monument created a unique set of cohorts, almost as if newer academic class years could not 
understand the meaning of Silent Sam because they could no longer experience it. Interviewees 
pointed to this as well when discussing whether or not Silent Sam will continue to be an issue on 
campus. One reason they believe that Silent Sam is no longer as prevalent on campus is because it 
was physically removed and now cannot be seen, its current location a mystery. In my interviews, 
the phrase “out of sight, out of mind” came up repeatedly (Interview, Informant 2, Informant 4 
Informant 5, Informant 6, Informant 7). However, there is still an active community on campus 
that directs energy to ensuring that Silent Sam can never return to campus, to ensure that no student 
will ever have to experience what students of color were forced to. These groups are the main 
driving force behind the continuation of Silent Sam and the recognition of his effects on campus.  
 One continuous and unexpected effect of Silent Sam discussed thoroughly was how Silent 
Sam became a marker for newer cohorts on UNC’s campus, i.e. the Sophomore class especially. 
These cohorts, having some of their first moments on campus revolving around the toppling of 
Silent Sam, began to view their college experience through the statue. Silent Sam defined how 
they interacted with those around them. They began to contextualize UNC, and their experiences 
of it, through the feelings of shock, distrust, and pride associated with their personal involvement 
in the conflicts. Participants would describe the proceedings in strong terms: “It was weird…  It 
was crazy coming here. Our third or fourth day getting all worked up because it’s our freshman 
year, and then something [Silent Sam’s toppling] like that happens. And it was like baptism by 
fire” (Interview Informant 2). They saw their first experiences on campus through the lens of Silent 
Sam, and it would continue to inform the students opinion of the university for much of the future, 
Informant 2 said “That’s what I associated UNC with, unity and issues like that” (Interview, 
Informant 2).  Even those who chose not to become direct actors during the conflict felt this, 
showcasing how the actions taken to topple the statue were far more than just a passing whimsy 
or the work of a single person or the expression of the views of an extreme group. It was a 
purposeful movement, direct and purposeful. Among my interviewees, even those choosing not to 
actively participate in the rallies, out of concerns for their own safety or just weariness, saw 
themselves as part of the movement.  
Informant 2 was one such witness, choosing not to become directly involved. They were 




calling for its removal. At that moment, they chose to stay and observe, away from any group and 
on the fringe of any clashes they could see. This, they described, set the “tone” for their entire 
academic year (Interview Informant 2). No matter what happened with the statue, or any changes 
in position the administration took during the year, it was viewed through the lens of the conflict 
around Silent Sam. Whatever statement, newsletter, or announcement that was made was 
influenced by Silent Sam. In the minds of my interviewees, this conflict created a significant divide. 
Their entire experience of Carolina, both academically and otherwise, was deeply impacted by 
Silent Sam. The divide was always underneath the surface of events. Silent Sam was the site of 
many rallies and conflicts prior to its toppling. Its physical position on campus led to this in part, 
but I believe that people on campus recognized its importance in creating the university 
administration we have today. Whether in regard to concerns about their own safety, or considering 
how the events would impact the university’s credibility, Silent Sam was on the minds of students 
(Interview, Informant 5). They are proud of the acts that they and their peers performed, and are 
glad to have participated, but what they did, and what the administration did in response, such as 
the secret deal between the University and the Sons of Confederate Veterans, that troubled them 
deeply. The administration viewed themselves as progressive, claiming that “The Board of 
Governors knew from the very beginning that this was a difficult but needed solution to meet all 
their goals to protect public safety of the University community” (Land; Sheehey 2020).  One of 
my interviewees reinforced this by describing how the progress protestors made was a “sign of us 
moving in the right direction” (Interview, Informant 3). When questioned about this, they 
explained they were extending the idea of community and its actions to the generations on campus 
that participated in the rallies, that they were creating change for the betterment of those who 
followed.   
What is also vital to mention is how Silent Sam carried over into personal lives. Silent Sam 
was a deeply personal matter for everyone on campus, no matter their level of involvement. As 
one interviewee described it, its effects were wide and lasting, even impacting their job 
performance as people would find out they attended Carolina and quickly attempt to extract their 
views on Silent Sam. Some described how it strained relations with their families, as conservative 
family members looked at those who attended UNC with a newfound disdain, fathers telling their 
children that they were “embarrassed to say my kid goes to Carolina…” (Interview, Informant 4). 
Another student said the handling of the conflicts had “tarnished the reputation of Carolina” for 
themselves and those with whom they interacted outside of campus (Interview, Informant 2). Silent 
Sam was more than just a campus event. It had both intimate connections to home for students, as 
well as national connections to ongoing debates over Confederate monuments. When attempting 
to talk to others about this, they were met with hostility at times. Informant 4 remembers  
“just last night, one of my coworkers, we were talking about basketball because we are 
having such a bad season… and a lot of [my coworkers] are fifty-plus year old white men. 
And I was like ‘I wonder why we are having such a bad season’. And he was like ‘Oh, it’s 
the curse of Silent Sam. They should have never torn that statue down. Now the basketball 
program is never going to be the same’. And I was like ‘oh, okay.’” (Interview, Informant 
4).  
 
The conflicts over Silent Sam forced those on campus to be part of the national debate over 
such monuments, whether or not individuals actively participated or not. This in turn had a 
profound effect, causing those affected to depend on the community around them more than ever, 




deeply felt, yet it was taboo to discuss outside the walls of the university, and those involved were 
forced to depend on those sharing their own experiences, furthering the liminality of this group.  
Despite this negative feeling about discussing Silent Sam, there was a quiet revolution in 
what Silent Sam represents. No matter what degree of involvement, race, age, or major, every 
single interviewee spoke to how Silent Sam changed from being a symbol of hatred to a symbol 
of accomplishment. Because of the actions taken, Silent Sam is regarded by those on campus as a 
symbol of triumph, dedicated to actions taken to extirpate the University’s Confederate roots by 
those on campus.  Students view it as a “sign of progress”. When asked about Silent Sam one 
student, Informant 5, remarked “whenever I think of Silent Sam, I think of it in the dirt” (Interview, 
Informant 5). Silent Sam still represents the racist ideology discussed earlier, but the newly formed 
group of students have repurposed its image from one standing for racism and discrimination to 
one signifying triumph and progress. The image of Silent Sam, facedown in the dirt of McCorkle 
Place is seared into the minds of all at Carolina during this time, and serves to remind those on 
campus of the capacity of this new liminal group to challenge the status quo. This liminal group 
exists because of a conflict between the administration and protestors. One vital aspect of Turner’s 
ideas of the liminal is the leadership that can guide those in a liminal position. This was also true 
at the rallies, as community leaders and graduate students such as Maya Little were described as 
being “like heroes” by those in attendance (Interview, Informant 7). One interviewee remembers 
such leadership by actions taken at the protests, saying that “they put up these bamboo tarps all 
around the statue, so I could tell that there were a few leaders within the crowed that had planned 
this beforehand, but had not shared it with the general crowd who came… because it was a very 
planned and structured event” (Interview, Informant 7). These individuals were guided and lead 
into their liminal states, fulfilling Turner’s ideas of a liminal status.  
Ponderings for the Future: 
The question of the future remains on everyone’s mind. Where does the administration go 
and how do students and those who were involved with the conflicts deal with a newly created 
power dynamic and new relationships? I believe that to find solutions, the administration needs to 
radically alter how they interact with the monument and those involved. Every individual I have 
spoken to and interviewed talked at length about how the administration has perpetuated the issue 
of Silent Sam and caused the conflict. They lay the blame for the harm connected to Silent Sam, 
and all events proceeding from that, to the administration, especially the Board of Governors. The 
division previously discussed can also been seen as a direct result of the secretive nature associated 
with the university, with actions more often than not only made public after they occur. Such 
actions such as the payment made to the Sons of the Confederacy, emails sent between 
administration members about the protestors, or even the presence of undercover UNC police 
during the protests all serve to heighten the divide felt between students and the administration. 
This secrecy also contributes to the idea that the “administration” my informants discuss is a 
uniform entity. This is partially because there is a failure by those within the administration to 
identify their own opinions and decisions publicly, resulting an idealization of a uniform, almost 
monolithic group.  
This division may play out a multitude of ways. The administration could continue to 
operate in this “status quo” and continue to create a division between the community of students 
and themselves, furthering the idea that they are at odds. This will create significantly more conflict 
as time progresses, resulting in a de-legitimization of the university by outside community. Most 
of those interviewed felt this animosity from outsiders to the university, but also had an intense 




still be up” (Interview, Informant 6). The students who participated in these conflicts realized that 
without their action, the administration would have never moved to remove Silent Sam from the 
grounds. As one interviewee put it, “we can do something great if we can get together” (Interview, 
Informant 6).  
These students do not hate the university. Instead, they fear for their university and wish to 
see it thrive. However, in order to thrive, it needs to properly address, and no longer remain 
complicit in, its past mistakes. It can no longer hide behind closed doors and choose to accept an 
inherent racism as part of its history. This is what those who actively pursued the toppling of Silent 
Sam wish. Their current desire concerning Silent Sam is that the administration admits its errors 
and ensure that nothing similar will ever occur in the future.  
Nowadays, most do not consider Silent Sam a threat. Now that the monument has been 
removed from campus and a court case blocked payments to the Sons of the Confederacy, most 
are no longer concerned about its effects on campus (Interview, Informant 3). However, the myth 
of the South still remains. At one point, an interviewee asked how others had been interpreting the 
events concerning Silent Sam, as they were not from the South and weren’t sure if this was “normal” 
(Interview, Informant 7). Because they had not been exposed to this myth previously, they were 
unsure if they were in the minority by regarding Silent Sam as racist. As they encountered the 
myth so deeply engrained into the minds, hearts and souls of many people in the South, they 
appeared to grow weary of the inherent racism that was just accepted in Southern society. As 
Informant 7 pondered, when coming to Carolina “It [the Confederate monument], really showed 
me how, where the South was. Because I hear a lot of rumors, being from California, there’s always 
a stereotype in place to be like ‘okay wow they still actually do still have a lot of controversial 
issues’” (Interview, I Informant 7).  These protests and rallies allowed pushback against this myth. 
However, fear that this ideology about the South could remain and cause more conflicts later still 
exists in the minds of those who participated. This is clear when interviewees discussed how their 
own families were part of the conflict in intimate ways. This is why events are still occurring on 
campus and throughout the country, to push back against this mythos and establish a new, better 























 The biggest question regarding the topic is how it will end, and when. I do not pretend to 
know the answers to how or when the drama that is Silent Sam will end. As the court cases continue, 
and more is unearthed about the events preceding the monument’s toppling, the divide between 
students and the administration becomes larger. This group will continue to exist on campus. Their 
existence is both an expression of the need for a change in the perspective and direction of the 
administration, but also of the community at the University of North Carolina’s campus. It is a 
testament not only to the will of the University but also to the spirit and compassion of the student 
body. They have transformed Silent Sam from a representation of hate and inequality to a symbol 
of activism and empowerment. A community has come together in response to the threat felt by 
the most vulnerable on campus, the minority community, and made their voices heard. In doing 
this, the community, the togetherness of those willing to stand, is forever cemented into the mythos 
of the University of North Carolina. Of course, like any community forged in hardship and 
moments of brilliance, it too will fade as those involved graduate and leave Chapel Hill. As one 
student remarked in thinking of the generations of students following his class “The longer time 
you’re away from an event, the less it will affect you” (Interview Informant 2). This does not mean, 
however, that the events can be ignored or forgotten. Instead, these actions should be reflected 
upon and used to transform how the student body and administration interact.  
This is why Turner can only be applied as a guide to the events that occurred, not as a map 
to the future. There is neither reconciliation nor schism.  Victor Turner describes how “the social 
world is a world of becoming’s, not a world of being” (Turner, 24). However, the liminal group 
and the university still appear to be in a place of being. This, I predict, will continue for the 
foreseeable future. Though one could make a claim that there will be a reconciliation, the idea of 
conflicting identity as presented earlier, has still yet to be reconciled, the university and students 
are still at conflict with one another. Here is one of the limitations of Turner’s social rule: where 
the dominate rule was challenged, yet there is no resolution to the conflict. His situatedness within 
British Colonial rule,	just like the situatedness of the administration, only allows them to recognize 
it as the dominant social rule. A participant hint at this in stating a belief that Silent Sam and the 
conflicts associated with the statue might follow “a cyclic path” because it is “no small issue” 
(Interview, Informant 7). Without coming to terms with one another, both the administration and 
this liminal group will continue to be locked in a tense conflict, perhaps until the next conflict and 
a new liminal group is formed.  
 Walking on McCorkle Place today, you cannot find where Silent Sam stood. No marker, 
no distressed grass, and nowadays, no Confederate protestors decrying its removal, can be found. 
As new generation of students attend UNC, the memory of Silent Sam’s former abode will be 
forgotten. Even now, those involved in his removal forget where he rested for years. This is 
instrumental in healing the divide. Upon reflection, a student involved in reporting on the conflicts 
for a local publication remarked about how they went to see McCorkle Place after the monument’s 
removal, and remembers thinking about the “Sun is hitting a little different in that spot over there… 
I don’t know why but Upper Quad is looking a little nicer than usual” (Interview, Informant 5). 
Earlier, the same person remarked that “I always knew. I would always walk straight down 
Franklin… but I knew exactly when I was about to pass the statue on my left” (Interview Informant 
5). By removing the statue, the students on the campus forced a change, an impactful and lasting 
alteration to the landscape of their home. One that they are proud of, and are willing to fight to 
maintain. However, here are still concerns over the racism within the university, as it was not 




administration still exists and is still ongoing, because of these concerns. Silent Sam, despite its 
physical removal from campus, still is a testament to the inherent racism at the roots of the 
University, and therefore, still causes concern. Silent Sam was a physical reminder of the 
university’s past, an embodiment of the racist values Carr preached. That history cannot be washed 
away, nor can it be forgotten. The empty space on campus where Silent Sam stood is not 
remarkably associated with this history now, but the history is present nonetheless. The 
administration of this university needs to acknowledge this and prevent more mounting crises from 
occurring.  
It is worth every moment of discomfort, of forced exclusion, and of conflict for those 
fighting against Confederate monuments. It represents a change in acceptance, a willingness to 
push at boundaries and no longer accept the blatant racism of the institutions who continue to 
accept it as part of their “history”. This has occurred before at UNC’s campus, in 2011 with the 
creation of the Speakers monument at the edge of McCorkle Place (Commemorative Landscapes 
n.d.). This followed the protestors of the Speak Ban, which ruled that there could be no Communist 
speakers at the University. Students protested this new ruling, making their voices heard by 
university. This monument praised students and their actions in pushing back against the status 
quo and forming an identity around protecting and defending values in their community. Silent 
Sam, as a testament to the racist actions and sentiments harbored by the university’s administration, 
has fallen. The most vital aspect of its fall is that it came at the hands of the students themselves. 
When action was deemed unnecessary by the same administration that propagated the values of 
the past, a new community rose up. This community formed bonds that are still seen on campus 
today, fighting and maintaining the dream they aspire to implement on campus. The division 
between this group of students, this community of activists, and the administration they face is 
deep, but not impassable. At the heart of this conflict is a love for this university and a desire for 
it to grow. This new group truly represents the Carolina spirit, the need to do more and be the best 
possible version it could possibly be. To rectify the wrongs of the past, it was necessary for Silent 
Sam to come down. By bringing down Silent Sam with their own hands, the community produced 
powerful new meanings, connections, and symbols, some of which will last for generations of new 
students at UNC. The roots sown by Carr and those in charge of UNC’s administration at the time 
have been exposed and are being weeded out by the very students they sought to discriminate 
against. Silent Sam can no longer gaze upon students and force lies about the past on the minds, 
hearts, and souls of everyone who walks within its shadow. Now it is up to the administration to 
correct its wrongs, to construct a new history for itself, and to reconcile itself with the diverse and 
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